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We study the topological string partition function of a class of toric, double elliptically fibered
Calabi-Yau threefolds XN,M at a generic point in the Ka¨hler moduli space. These manifolds engineer
little string theories in five dimensions or lower and are dual to stacks of M5-branes probing a
transverse orbifold singularity. Using the refined topological vertex formalism, we explicitly calculate
a generic building block which allows to compute the topological string partition function of XN,M
as a series expansion in different Ka¨hler parameters. Using this result we give further explicit proof
for a duality found previously in the literature, which relates XN,M ∼ XN′,M′ for NM = N ′M ′ and
gcd(N,M) = gcd(N ′,M ′).
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the study of little string theories (LSTs) has
received renewed interest: first proposed two decades ago
[1–4] (see [5, 6] for a review), during the last years, the
construction of LSTs from various M-brane constructions
and their dual geometric description in F-theory [7] has
led to a better understanding of supersymmetric quan-
tum theories in six dimensions. Moreover, in the process
new and unexpected dualities have been unravelled. The
geometric description of these in terms of F-theory com-
pactification on Calabi-Yau threefolds has been particu-
larly useful in understanding various stringy properties
such as LST T-duality [2, 8, 9].
A particular class of LSTs, dual to N M5-branes trans-
verse to a ZM orbifold, preserving eight supercharges can
be realized in F-theory using toric, non-compact Calabi-
Yau manifolds denoted by XN,M [10, 11]. The latter
have the structure of a double elliptic fibration, in which
one elliptic fibration has a singularity of type IN−1 and
the other one of IM−1. The exchange of the two ellip-
tic fibrations is related to the T-duality of LST [7, 11].
Moreover, using for example the refined topological ver-
tex formalism, the topological string partition function
ZN,M on XN,M can be computed explicitly [11]. By
analysing the web diagrams associated with XN,M , it was
shown in [12] that XN,M ∼ XN ′,M ′ for MN = M ′N ′ and
gcd(M,N) = k = gcd(M ′, N ′), i.e. the two Calabi-Yau
threefolds lie in the same extended Ka¨hler moduli space
and can be related by flop transitions. The partition
function of the two dual theories should be the same and
so it was expected that the topological string partition
function of XN,M and XN ′,M ′ should be the same i.e.
ZN,M (ω, 1,2) = ZN ′,M ′(ω′, 1,2) (I.1)
for ω and ω′ the Ka¨hler forms of the two Calabi-Yau
threefolds related by flop transitions. Using a general
building block W
{α}
{β} to compute ZN,M (ω, 1,2), we ex-
plicitly confirm Eq.(I.1) for gcd(N,M) = 1, thus verify-
ing the duality proposed in [12] explicitly at the level of
the partition function.
This paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we
discuss the (N,M) = (3, 2) case in detail and show that
it is dual to the (6, 1) case, i.e. related by a combina-
tion of flop and symmetry transforms. We also discuss
the relation between the general (N,M) and (k,MN/k)
case. In section 3, we calculate the partition function of
the (3, 2) case and show that, after a change of Ka¨hler
parameters, it is equal to the partition function of the
(6, 1) configuration. In section 4, we discuss the open
string amplitudes which make up the building block for
generic brane configurations. We also discuss the general
“twisted” (1, L) case, which is related by flop transitions
to the standard (1, L) case. In section 5, we present our
conclusions and future directions. Some of the detailed
calculations and our notation and conventions are rele-
gated to three appendices.
II. LITTLE STRINGS AND DUAL BRANE
WEBS
At low energies, a stack of N coincident M5-branes en-
gineers a six-dimensional N = (2, 0) superconformal field
theory of AN−1-type. Upon replacing the R5 transverse
to the M5-branes by an Rtrans × R4/ZM orbifold geom-
etry, the world-volume theory on the branes becomes an
N = (1, 0) SCFT. One may move away from the confor-
mal point by separating the M5-branes along the trans-
verse Rtrans, as massive states appear in the form of M2-
branes that end on the separated M5-branes. Note that
if Rtrans is compactified to a circle S1ρ of circumference
ρ so that the M5-branes are points on S1ρ, then the the-
ory arising on the M5-branes (whether coincident or not)
gives rise to a LST whose defining scale is ρ.
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2As a next step, we compactify the worldvolume of the
M5-branes on a circle S1τ of circumference τ . This M-
brane configuration is dual [13] to a (p, q) 5-brane web in
type IIB string theory given by N coincident NS5-branes
wrapped on S1τ that intersect with M coincident D5-
branes wrapped on S1ρ. Turning on deformations which
separate the intersections of NS5-branes and D5-branes
and stretching the NS5-D5 bound-state branes [14] yields
the brane web shown in Fig. 1. Finally, this brane web in
type IIB string theory is dual to a toric Calabi-Yau three-
fold [15], which was first studied in [11] and was denoted
by XN,M , and provides a more geometric description of
the theory via F-theory compactification [16, 17]. A gen-
eral classification of toric and non-toric base manifolds
in F-theory models was discussed in [18, 19] and, more
recently, in [20]. For general properties of topological
strings on elliptic Calabi-Yau threefolds, see [21–23].
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FIG. 1. The 5-brane web in type IIB string theory dual to
the Calabi-Yau threefold XN,M . The Ka¨hler parameters as-
sociated with the horizontal, vertical and diagonal lines in
the web are collectively denoted by h,v and m, respectively.
More precise labelings will be given for concrete examples be-
low (see e.g. Fig. 2(a)).
The brane web shown in Fig. 1 has 3NM parame-
ters, related to the sizes of various line segments corre-
sponding to the 5-branes. Specifically, we denote the
parameters associated with horizontal (green) lines as
h = {h1, . . . , hNM}, with vertical (red) lines as v =
{v1, . . . , vNM} and with diagonal (blue) lines as m =
{m1, . . . ,mNM}. Out of these, only NM + 2 are inde-
pendent (after imposing a number of consistency condi-
tions related to the the periodic identification of the web
diagram [24]). In the dual Calabi-Yau threefold XN,M ,
these (NM+2) parameters are independent Ka¨hler mod-
uli. For a discussion of the geometry of XN,M and the
corresponding mirror curves, see [25].
The supersymmetric or BPS-state counting parti-
tion function of the above mentioned LST can be
computed as the topological string partition function
ZN,M (h,v,m, 1, 2) of XN,M . The latter depends on
the Ka¨hler parameters of XN,M (taking into account that
only NM + 2 of them are independent) as well as two
regularisation parameters 1,2 introduced to render the
partition function well-defined. From the perspective of
the field theory that describes the low-energy limit of the
LST engineered by XN,M , these parameters can be inter-
preted geometrically as the Ω-background [26, 27]. The
quantization of the Ka¨hler parameters in units of unre-
fined , which correspond to Coulomb branch parameters
[28], leads to a description of the partition function in
terms of an irreducible representation of an affine group.
For details, see [29].
Given the web diagram, ZN,M can be computed effi-
ciently using the (refined) topological vertex formalism:
to this end, a preferred direction in the web needs to
be chosen, which from the perspective of LSTs deter-
mines the parameters that play the role of coupling con-
stants. Concretely, different choices of the preferred di-
rection lead to different (but equivalent) power series ex-
pansions of ZN,M in terms of either h, v or m. In this
paper, we shall use this fact to prove a duality (that
was first proposed in [12]) at the level of the partition
function for generic values of the Ka¨hler parameters: in-
deed, it was argued in [12] that XN,M and XN ′,M ′ are
related to each other through a series of SL(2,Z) sym-
metry and flop transformations if NM = N ′M ′ and
gcd(N,M) = k = gcd(N ′,M ′). This suggests that
ZN,M (h,v,m, 1, 2) = ZN ′,M ′(h′,v′,m′, 1, 2) , (II.1)
where the duality map (h,v,m) 7−→ (h′,v′,m′) was
proposed in [12] (see also appendix C for an example),
taking into account the consistency conditions on both
sides. The relation (II.1) was tested in [12] (based on
a conjecture put forward in [30]) at a particular region
in the Ka¨hler moduli space of XN,M (with hi = hj ,
vi = vj and mi = mj for i, j = 1, . . . , NM) and the
Nekrasov-Shatashvili limit 2 → 0 [31, 32]. In the follow-
ing, by computing ZN,M at a generic point in the Ka¨hler
moduli space, we give explicit evidence of (II.1) in gen-
eral. However, for simplicity, we shall limit ourselves to
gcd(N,M) = 1.
III. PARTITION FUNCTION OF (3, 2) CASE
As checking (II.1) is rather complicated for generic
(N,M), before presenting the generic case in the follow-
ing section, we first discuss as a (nontrivial) example the
case (N,M) = (3, 2). Specifically, we shall demonstrate
in the following that
Z3,2(ω, 1, 2) = Z6,1(ω′, 1, 2) , (III.1)
3where ω and ω′ denote the (independent) Ka¨hler param-
eters of XN,M and XN ′,M ′ , respectively. We shall verify
(III.1) explicitly at a generic point in the moduli space
of Ka¨hler parameters by performing a novel expansion of
the left hand side of this relation.
A. Consistency Conditions and Parametrisation
The web diagram of X3,2 is shown in Fig. 2(a) and the
Ka¨hler parameters labelling various rational curves are
given by
h1,...,6 , v1,...,6 , m1,...,6 . (III.2)
Of these 18 parameters, however, only 8 are independent:
indeed, for each of the six compact divisors of X3,2 (each
of which is a P1 × P1 blown up at two points), we have
two consistency conditions. These conditions arise be-
cause each compact divisor (represented as a hexagon in
the web) has six rational curves which are toric divisors
of P1 × P1 blown up at two points but only four of these
are independent. Explicitly, we therefore obtain the fol-
lowing conditions:
• hexagon I :
h4 +m4 = m3 + h1 , v3 +m3 = m4 + v1 , (III.3)
• hexagon II :
h5 +m2 = m4 + h2 , v4 +m4 = m2 + v2 , (III.4)
• hexagon III :
h6 +m6 = m2 + h3 , v5 +m2 = m6 + v3 , (III.5)
• hexagon IV :
h1 +m1 = m6 + h4 , v6 +m6 = m1 + v4 , (III.6)
• hexagon V :
h2 +m5 = m1 + h5 , v1 +m1 = m5 + v5 , (III.7)
• hexagon VI :
h3 +m3 = m5 + h6 , v2 +m5 = m3 + v6 . (III.8)
The above conditions indeed leave 8 independent pa-
rameters. However, there is a priori an ambiguity in
choosing the latter. A suitable parametrisation can be
found by comparison with the web diagram of X6,1 in
Fig. 3, which has been shown in [12] to be dual to X3,2
by flop and symmetry transforms. The (6, 1) diagram
is parametrised in terms of the maximal set of variables
(M,V,H1,...,6), which satisfies all consistency conditions.
Through the explicit duality map found in [12], we can
also express the (h,v,m) of the (3, 2) web diagram in
terms of (M,V,H1,...,6)
h1 = −M −H5 −H6 , h2 = −M −H1 −H6
h3 = −M −H1 −H2 , h4 = −M −H2 −H3
h5 = −M −H3 −H4 , h6 = −M −H4 −H5
v1 = 2M +H1 +H5 +H6 , v2 = 2M +H1 +H2 +H6 ,
v3 = 2M +H1 +H2 +H3 , v4 = 2M +H2 +H3 +H4 ,
v5 = 2M +H3 +H4 +H5 , v6 = 2M +H4 +H5 +H6 ,
m1 = 2M +H3 + 2H4 + 2H5 +H6 + V ,
m2 = 2M +H1 + 2H2 + 2H3 +H4 + V ,
m3 = 2M + 2H1 +H2 +H5 + 2H6 + V ,
m4 = 2M + 2H1 + 2H2 +H3 +H6 + V ,
m5 = 2M +H1 +H4 + 2H5 + 2H6 + V ,
m6 = 2M +H2 + 2H3 + 2H4 +H5 + V . (III.9)
One can indeed check that (III.9) identically satisfies
(III.3) – (III.8). Moreover, as we shall discuss in the fol-
lowing, the parametrisation (III.9) is crucial for showing
the identity (III.1). To this end, we first review the topo-
logical string partition function of X6,1 in the following.
B. The Partition Function Z6,1
The (6, 1) web is shown in Fig. 3 in which the Ka¨hler
parameters are also labelled. Here, the parameters
(M,V,H1,...,6) are the same that appear in (III.9) (after
applying the duality map proposed in [12]). Furthermore,
the partition function Z6,1 was explicitly calculated in
[10, 24, 33] using the (refined) topological vertex [34, 35].
The latter has a preferred direction which can be chosen
in different ways to obtain different series expansions of
Z6,1. For example, choosing the preferred direction to
be vertical (i.e. along the (0, 1)-direction in the web dia-
gram in Fig. 3), the topological string partition function
takes the form
Z6,1(V,M,Hi, 1,2) = W6(∅) (III.10)
×
∑
α1,...,α6
(−QVQM )|α1|+...+|α6|
(
6∏
a=1
ϑαaαa(QM ; ρ)
ϑαaαa(
√
t/q; ρ)
)
×
 ∏
1≤a<b≤6
ϑαaαb(QabQ
−1
M ; ρ)ϑαaαb(QabQM ; ρ)
ϑαaαb(Qab
√
t/q; ρ)ϑαaαb(Qab
√
q/t; ρ)
 ,
where we adopted the following definitions
QV = e
−V , QM = e−M , QHi = e
−Hi ,
q = e2pii1 , t = e−2pii2 . (III.11)
and
Qρ = e
2piiρ = e−6M−
∑6
i=1Hi ,
Qab = Q
b−a
M QHa . . . QHb−1 , ∀ 1 ≤ a < b . (III.12)
The summation is over integer partitions α1,...,6 and ϑµν
is defined in equation (A.3) in appendix A.
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FIG. 2. (a) Web diagram of X3,2 with explicit labelling of all line segments. The Roman numerals I,. . .,VI denote the different
hexagons for which the consistency conditions (III.3) – (III.8) are imposed. (b) Newton polygon and tiling of the plane: The
grey area is dual to the web diagram of XN,M . Due to the periodic identification of the web, the Newton polygon has to be
periodically continued, leading to a tiling of the plane. For better readability, we have labelled the vertices of the web-diagram,
as well as all of the equivalent dual faces of the Newton polygon.
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FIG. 3. Toric diagram dual to the configuration (3, 2). This configuration is obtained [12] by performing a flop transformation
on the line segments hi and vi (for i = 1, . . . , 6) (and a combination of additional symmetry transforms) in the original diagram
in the left portion of Fig. 2. Notice that the parameters (M,V,H1,...,6) are the same as in Fig. 2.
C. Diagonal Expansion of Z3,2
From the viewpoint of independent variables
(M,V,H1,...,6), the (vertical) partition function (III.10)
is written as a power series expansion in QV , since
neither of the ϑ-functions depends on V . Thus, in order
to match (III.1) order by order in QV , we have to write
Z3,2 in a similar fashion. Upon inspection of (III.9),
this can indeed be achieved by choosing the preferred
direction of the refined topological vertex to be along
(1, 1) (i.e. diagonally in the web diagram in Fig. 2(a)).
Indeed, in this manner, the partition function is seen to
take the form
5Z3,2(h,v,m, 1,2) =
∑
α1,...,α6
Q|α4|m1 Q
|α2|
m2 Q
|α6|
m3 Q
|α1|
m4 Q
|α5|
m5 Q
|α3|
m6 W
α4 α5 α6 α1 α2 α3
α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 (Qhi , Qvi , 1,2) , (III.13)
where α1,...,6 are integer partitions. Furthermore, we
used the notation (for i = 1, . . . , 6)
Qhi = e
−hi , Qvi = e
−vi , Qmi = e
−mi , (III.14)
together with (III.11). The coefficient Wα4 α5 α6 α1 α2 α3α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6
shall be computed in the following. As neither h nor v
depend on V , (III.13) is also a series expansion in e−V ,
which can be compared order by order to (III.10) thereby
allowing to verify (III.1).
To our knowledge, while the topological string parti-
tion function has been studied in recent literature [10–
12, 24, 29, 30, 33], diagonal expansions of the form
(III.13) for ZN,M have not been studied so far. From
geometric perspective, this expansion has a very natural
interpretation: as the vertical and horizontal legs of the
(3, 2) web diagram are pairwise glued together, the cor-
responding Newton polygon should be considered on a
torus, equivalently, a tiling of the plane should be con-
sidered with the fundamental domain (the tile) given in
Fig. 2(b). The choice of fundamental domain, however,
is not unique and different choices lead to different (but
equivalent) presentations of the web. An alternative such
choice is shown in Fig. 4(a). Indeed, the green region
contains all 12 faces exactly once. This new fundamental
domain, however, gives rise to an equivalent representa-
tions of the web as given in the Fig. 4(b), which we refer
to as the “twisted” (6, 1) web. After an SL(2,Z) trans-
formation, this twisted (6, 1) web becomes very similar
to the (6, 1) web in Fig. 3 except that the upper diagonal
and lower diagonal legs that are glued together are not
aligned (Indeed, it was shown in [12] that, by a combina-
tion of symmetry and flop transforms, the twisted (6, 1)
web can be converted into the standard (6, 1) web which
is shown in Fig. 3).
D. Diagonal Partition Function
Using the presentation of (3, 2) diagram shown
in Fig. 4(b), it remains to compute the coefficient
Wα4 α5 α6 α1 α2 α3α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 in (III.13) to obtain Z3,2. To facilitate
this computation (and also to explain the structure of the
αi that appear in this expression), we redraw Fig. 4(b)
in Fig. 5 to include the integer partitions associated with
each interval. Here, we have also indicated the parame-
ter ρ, which shall play an important role in the explicit
computation below.
With this notation, we have the following expression for W in terms of the refined topological vertex
Wα4 α5 α6 α1 α2 α3α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 (Qhi , Qvi , 1, 2) =
∑
µ1,...,µ6
ν1,...,ν6
(−Qh1)|µ1| (−Qh2)|µ2| (−Qh3)|µ3| (−Qh4)|µ4|
× (−Qh5)|µ5| (−Qh6)|µ6| (−Qv1)|ν1| (−Qv2)|ν2| (−Qv3)|ν3| (−Qv4)|ν4| (−Qv5)|ν5| (−Qv6)|ν6|
× Cµt1ν1α4(q, t)Cµ2νt1,αt1(t, q)Cµt2ν2α5(q, t)Cµ3νt2αt2(t, q)Cµt6ν3α3(q, t)Cµ4νt3αt3(t, q)
× Cµt4ν4α1(q, t)Cµ5νt4αt4(t, q)Cµt5ν5α2(q, t)Cµ6νt5αt5(t, q)Cµt6ν6α3(q, t)Cµ1νt6αt6(t, q) . (III.15)
Information of our conventions regarding integer parti-
tions (and functional identities which shall be important
in the following) is compiled in appendix A, and the re-
fined topological vertex Cµνρ(q, t) is defined in (B.1). Us-
ing the expression for the latter, we can write (III.15) as
Wα4 α5 α6 α1 α2 α3α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 (Qhi , Qvi , 1, 2) =
( 6∏
k=1
t
||αk||2
2 q
||αtk||
2
2 Z˜αk(q, t)Z˜αtk(t, q)
)
×
∑
{µ}{ν}
{η}{η˜}
6∏
i=1
(−Qhi)|µi|(−Qvi)|νi|sµi/η˜i+3(xi+3)sµti/ηi+5(yi+5)sνti/ηi(wi)sνi/η˜i+3(zi+3) , (III.16)
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FIG. 4. (a) Different choice of fundamental polygon in the tiling of the plane for the configuration (N,M) = (3, 2). (b) The
twisted web diagram as the dual of the green-colored fundamental domain.
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FIG. 5. Detailed parametrisation of the twisted web diagram associated with X3,2: The choice of Ka¨hler parameters
(M,V,H1,...,6) is inspired by comparison to the web diagram of X6,1 shown in Fig. 2. Furthermore, the diagonal intervals
are labelled by integer partitions α1,...,6 (and their transposed versions α
t
1,...,6), which indicate the gluing of the web.
where sµ/ν are (skew) Schur functions (see [36] for the
definition). The partitions in (III.16) are cyclically iden-
tified (e.g. ηi+6 = ηi) and variables are defined as
xi = q
−ρ+ 12 t−αi−
1
2 , yi = t
−ρ+ 12 q−α
t
i− 12 ,
wi = q
−ρt−αi , zi = t−ρq−α
t
i . (III.17)
Using the identities given in Appendix A, we can write
Eq.(III.16) in the form (see Appendix B for details)
7Wα4 α5 α6 α1 α2 α3α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 = W2,3(∅)
[(
t
q
) 5
2
6∏
l=1
Qhl
]∑6
i=1 |αi| 6∏
i,j=1
∏
(r,s)∈αi
θ1(ρ, zˆ
(i,j)
r,s )θ1(ρ, uˆ
(i,j)
r,s )
θ1(ρ, wˆ
(i,j)
r,s )θ1(ρ, vˆ
(i,j)
r,s )
, (III.18)
where θ1 is the Jacobi-theta function
θ1(ρ; z) = −ie ipiτ4 eipiz
∞∏
k=1
(1− e2piikρ) (1− e2piikρe2piiz)(1− e2pii(k−1)ρe−2piiz) ,
and W2,3(∅) = W6(∅) = W ∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅∅ is a normalisation fac-
tor (see [10, 33] and Eq.(IV.11) for L = 6 below). Fur-
thermore, the arguments of theta functions are given by
zˆ(i,j)r,s =
βi+3,j
2pii
+ 1(α
t
i+3−j,s − r + 12 )− 2(αi,r − s+ 12 ) ,
uˆ(i,j)r,s =
βi+j,j
2pii
− 1(αti+j−3,s − r + 12 ) + 2(αi,r − s+ 12 ) ,
wˆ(i,j)r,s =
λi+3,j
2pii
+ 1(α
t
i−j,s − r)− 2(αi,r − s+ 1) ,
vˆ(i,j)r,s =
λi+j−3,j
2pii
− 1(αti+j,s − r + 1) + 2(αi,r − s)
with the shorthand notation
βi,j = hi +
j−1∑
k=1
(hi−k + vi−k) ,
λi,j =
{
0 if j = 6
hi +
∑j−1
k=1(hi−k + vi−k) + vi−j else
E. Comparison of Z6,1 with Z3,2
In order to verify the relation (III.1), we have to com-
pare (III.13) with (III.10). To this end, we first express
the arguments of θ1-functions in (III.18) in terms of the
parameters (V,M,Hi) and using Eq. (III.9):
βi,1 = −M −Hi−1 −Hi , βi,4 = 2M +Hi−2 ,
βi,2 = −Hi−1 , βi,5 = 3M +Hi−3 +Hi−2 ,
βi,3 = M , βi,6 = 4M +
3∑
r=1
Hi−1−r ,
as well as
λi,j =
{
0 if j = 6
jM +Hi−2 + · · ·+Hi−1−j else.
The prefactor in Eq. (III.18) then becomes
[( t
q
) 5
2
6∏
l=1
Qhl
]∑6
i=1 |αi|
=
[( t
q
) 5
2
Q−1ρ
6∏
i=1
Q−1Hi
]∑6
i=1 |αi|
.
Furthermore, we can change the arguments of the θ1-
functions in Eq. (III.15) using the following identity of
Jacobi theta functions under the shift by an integer n:
θ1 (ρ; z + nρ) = Q
−n22
ρ (−e−2piiz)n θ1(ρ; z) . (III.19)
In this manner, Eq. (III.15) can be written as
Wα4 α5 α6 α1 α2 α3α1 α2 α3 α4 α5 α6 (QHi , QM , 1, 2) =
[(
t
q
)5/2
Q−1ρ
6∏
i=1
Q−1Hi
]∑6
i=1 |αi| [
−
(q
t
)5/2]∑6i=1 |αi|
× (Q2ρQ−7M Q−1H1Q−2H2Q−2H3Q−1H4)|α1| (Q2ρQ−7M Q−1H2Q−2H3Q−2H4Q−1H5)|α2|(QρQ−1M QH1QH2Q−1H4Q−1H5)|α3|
× (Q5MQH1Q2H2Q2H3QH4)|α4|(Q5MQH2Q2H3Q2H4QH5)|α5|(QρQ−1M Q−1H1Q−1H2QH4QH5)|α6|
×
(
6∏
a=1
ϑαaαa(QM ; ρ)
ϑαaαa(
√
q/t; ρ)
)  ∏
1≤a<b≤6
ϑαaαb(QabQM ; ρ)ϑαaαb(QabQ
−1
M ; ρ)
ϑαaαb(Qab
√
t/q; ρ)ϑαaαb(Qab
√
q/t; ρ)
 , (III.20)
8where we combined the θ1-functions into ϑ-functions
which are defined in Appendix A (using also
Eq. (A.9)). Thus, the whole partition function
Z3,2(V,M,H1,...,6, 1,2) in Eq. (III.13) becomes
ZX3,2(V,M,H1,...,6, 1, 2) = W2,3(∅)×
∑
α1,...,α6
(−QVQM )|α1|+···+|α6|
(
6∏
a=1
ϑαaαa(QM ; ρ)
ϑαaαa(
√
q/t; ρ)
)
×
 ∏
1≤a<b≤6
ϑαaαb(QabQM ; ρ)ϑαaαb(QabQ
−1
M ; ρ)
ϑαaαb(Qab
√
t/q; ρ)ϑαaαb(Qab
√
q/t; ρ)
 . (III.21)
We see that this agrees with the partition function
Z6,1(V,M,Hi, 1,2) in Eq. (III.10). This proves (III.1)
at a generic point in the Ka¨hler moduli space and for
generic values of 1,2. This result provides a very strong
support to the duality proposed in [12].
IV. BUILDING BLOCK FOR GENERAL (N,M)
WEB
In the last section, we computed the partition function
Z3,2 at a generic point in the moduli space by choosing
the preferred direction of the (refined) topological ver-
tex along the diagonal. As we have seen, this leads to
a series representation of Z3,2 that was instrumental in
proving the duality (III.1). In this section, we generalise
this result to generic configurations of the type (N,M).
To this end, we first discuss the ’diagonal expansion’ for
generic (N,M) and, in a second step, derive a building
block (the generalisation of W in (III.13)) which allows
the computation of ZN,M in full generality.
A. Diagonal Expansion of a Generic (N,M) Web
The most direct way to understand generalisation of
the diagonal expansion for a generic (N,M) web is from
the perspective of dual Newton polygon: if the external
legs of the web in Fig. 1 were not glued together (i.e.
mutually identified), the corresponding Newton polygon
would be an N ×M rectangle in which each 1× 1 square
is triangulated in the same way (as all the diagonal inter-
vals are parallel). The gluing of external lines creates a
periodic web, whose Newton polygon can be obtained by
drawing the N×M rectangle on the torus (i.e. gluing the
parallel edges of N ×M polygon). We can, however, also
consider the periodic Newton polygon as a tiling of the
plane in terms of basic N ×M rectangle. This is shown
for the case (3, 2) in Fig. 2(b) and more generically in
Fig. 6(a). In both cases, the grey region is the N ×M
rectangle that is dual to the web diagram of XN,M .
As in the (3, 2) case, however, the fundamental domain
of a given tiling is not unique. Indeed, the green region
in Fig. 6(a) also contains all distinct faces of the Newton
polygon, and is therefore a possible choice of the funda-
mental domain. However, the web diagram dual to this
green region (drawn in Fig. 6(b)) shows that XN,M can
also be drawn as a (NMk , k) web (with k = gcd(N,M))
but not with ‘adjacent’ external legs on opposite sides
glued together. Indeed, the ‘off-set’ ∆ = δ/N can be
read off by comparing the positions of the two red inter-
vals in Fig. 6(a) and is given by the minimal (integer)
solution to the diophantine equation
δ = ∆N = nM − k , for n ∈ Z . (IV.1)
We will call generic web diagrams with δ 6= 0 twisted,
the twisted (6, 1) diagram being an example already en-
countered in the last section. Note, however, that twisted
webs of the type Fig. 6(b) can also be brought to the form
of an untwisted (NMk , k) web by a series of flop transitions
[12]. It turns out, however, that the presentation of the
(N,M) web diagram as a twisted (NMk , k) web is more
suited for the computation of the partition function.
B. Generic Building Block
The twisted web diagram is decomposable into k =
gcd(N,M) basic strips (one of them is highlighted in or-
ange color in Fig. 6) which are glued together along the
diagonal intervals. We refer to these strips sometimes
as ‘staircase’ diagrams and a generic such strip of length
L (along with a suitable labelling of Ka¨hler parameters
associated with the various intervals, as well as integer
partitions associated with the external diagonal legs) is
shown in Fig. 7. The open string amplitudes for such
strips can be glued together to form the topological string
partition function of XN,M (see [10] for the case XN,1,
[33] for XN,M with a non-maximal set of Ka¨hler param-
eters and [24] for the limit in which one of the elliptic
fibrations of XN,M degenerates). Below, we compute the
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∆
(b)
FIG. 6. (a) Newton polygon of XN,M (for better readability we have chosen (N,M) = (6, 4)): The grey and green region
highlight two different (but equivalent) fundamental domains that are used to tile the plane. Indeed, the grey region is the dual
polygon of the web shown in Fig. 1, while the dual of the green region is the twisted web diagram. The distance δ between the
two equivalent intervals colored in red determines the shift ∆ (for the particular case (6, 4) we have δ = 6 = N and ∆ = 1). (b)
Twisted web diagram for generic (N,M). The orange region highlights one of the building blocks which can be used to compute
the partition function ZN,M and which is shown in more detail in Fig. 7 along with a labelling of the relevant parameters and
integer partitions in preparation of the topological vertex computation.
generic building block associated with the strip in Fig. 7
at a generic point in moduli space, which allows to eval-
uate ZN,M at an arbitrary point in the Ka¨hler moduli
space. Using the refined topological vertex, we can ex-
press the generic building block for the strip in Fig. 7
as
Wα1...αLβ1...βL (Qhi , Qvi , 1, 2) = Zˆ ×
∑
{µ}{ν}
{η}{η˜}
L∏
i=1
Q
|µi|
hi
Q|νi|vi sµi/ηi(xi)sµti/η˜i−1(yi−1)sνti/η˜i(wi)sνi/ηi(zi) (IV.2)
where the prefactor is given by
Zˆ =
L∏
i=1
t
||αk||2
2 q
||αtk||
2
2 Z˜αk(q, t)Z˜αtk(t, q) , (IV.3)
and the arguments of skew Schur functions are defined
as
xi = q
−ξ+ 12 t−αi−
1
2 , yi = t
−ξ+ 12 q−β
t
i− 12 ,
wi = q
−ξt−βi , zi = t−ξq−α
t
i , (IV.4)
where ξ =
{− 12 ,− 32 ,− 52 , . . .}. It is important to recall
that we associate arbitrary (and independent) partitions
α1,...,L and β1,...,L with the upper and lower diagonal legs
of the staircase strip (as shown in Fig. 7). Put differently,
the diagonal line segments of this staircase are not glued
together and therefore no consistency conditions are im-
posed on the Ka¨hler parameters. Thus, the 2L variables
h1,...,L , and v1,...,L , (IV.5)
are independent of each other (in the following, we will
use the same notation as in (III.14)). Note, however, that
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· · ·
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FIG. 7. ‘Staircase’ strip of length L with a labelling of the
Ka¨hler parameters and integer partitions.
this will be changed in section IV C, when we consider a
specific gluing of the external lines of the staircase, as
shown in Fig. 9. For later convenience, we also introduce
the parameters
âi = hi+1 + vi and b̂i = hi + vi , (IV.6)
for all i = 1, . . . , L. These are not all independent of each
other, but satisfy the consistency condition
∑L
i=1 âi =∑L
i=1 b̂i.
Comparing with the case (N,M) = (3, 2) as discussed
in the previous section, we note that the structure of
(IV.2) is very similar to (III.16), except that the summa-
tion involves a larger number of integer partitions. We
remark that physically, the sizes of the integer partitions
labelling the fundamental building block Wα1...αLβ1...βL give
the instanton charges of individual U(1)’s in the dual
gauge theory. The dual gauge theory and the role of
these partitions labelling the building block will be dis-
cussed in detail in [43]. However, as any given summand
in Eq.(IV.2) still contains products of skew Schur func-
tions which can be manipulated using the relations (A.7),
we can follow the same steps as in appendix B to work
out (IV.2). Specifically, due to the identification of the
horizontal ends of the strip (denoted by a in Fig. 7),
we can generalise the recursion relation (B.6) for generic
L, which allows us to write a product representation of
(IV.2). As the computation is lengthy and very tedious,
we refrain from giving the details of various steps and
simply state the result in the following form
Wα1...αLβ1...βL ∼ Zˆ ·
L∏
i,j=1
∞∏
k,r,s=1
(1− Q̂i,j Qk−1ρ xi,ryi−j,s)(1− Q̂vi,jQk−1ρ zi,swi+j−1,r)
(1−Qi,jQk−1ρ xi,rzi−j,s)(1− Q˙i,jQk−1ρ yi,swi+j,r)
, (IV.7)
where for brevity we omitted an overall prefactor inde-
pendent of the external legs, which will be fixed by the
normalisation in the end. The modular parameter is
given by
Qρ = Q˜1Q˜2 . . . Q˜L with Q˜i = QhiQvi . (IV.8)
In (IV.7), the arguments xi, yi, wi and zi are given in
Eq.(IV.4) and we have introduced the following short-
hand notation
Q̂i,j = Qhi
j−1∏
k=1
Q˜i−k , Q̂vi,j = Qvi
j−1∏
k=1
Q˜i+k
Qi,j =
{
1 if j = L
QhiQvi−j
∏j−1
k=1 Q˜i−k if j 6= L
Q˙i,j = Q˜i+1 . . . Q˜i+j . (IV.9)
Finally, upon reinstating the appropriate normalisation
factor WL(∅) (which is interpreted as the closed string
amplitude and is defined below), Eq. (IV.7) can be writ-
ten as follows (see Eq. (A.2) for the definition of functions
Jαβ),
Wα1...αLβ1...βL = WL(∅) · Zˆ ·
L∏
i,j=1
Jαiβj (Q̂i,i−j ; q, t)Jβjαi((Q̂i,i−j)−1Qρ; q, t)
Jαiαj (Qi,i−j
√
q/t; q, t)Jβjβi(Q˙i,j−i
√
t/q; q, t)
, (IV.10)
where
WL(∅) =
L∏
i,j=1
∞∏
k,r,s=1
(1− Q̂i,j Qk−1ρ qr−
1
2 ts−
1
2 )(1− Q̂−1i,jQkρqs−
1
2 tr−
1
2 )
(1−Qi,jQk−1ρ qrts−1)(1− Q˙i,jQk−1ρ qs−1tr)
. (IV.11)
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While the numerator of (IV.10) can in principle be fur-
ther simplified by combining the JαβJβα into ϑαβ fol-
lowing (A.5), a similar simplification for the denomina-
tor requires a gluing of the external legs. We therefore
postpone these steps to the next section, where the latter
is considered in detail.
There is a more intuitive way of understanding the
structure of (IV.10). The open string amplitude in
Eq. (IV.7) can be understood in terms of counting holo-
morphic curves in the presence of Lagrangian branes [37].
Recall that, if the external legs of the strip diagram are
not glued (as in Fig. 7), there are only two types of curves:
(i) curves with local geometry O(−1,−1) 7→ P1
(ii) curves with local geometry O(−2, 0) 7→ P1
If we place Lagrangian branes [38] on (pairs of) external
legs of the web diagram, the curves contributing to the
open string amplitude (IV.7) are of type (i) if the ex-
ternal legs are on different sides of the diagram and of
type (ii) if they are on the same side, respectively. In
the former case, for two external legs labelled by αi and
βj , these curves are shown in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b),
respectively, and their contributions to the open string
amplitude Wα1...αLβ1...βL in (IV.7) are
Z
(a)
αiβj
=
∞∏
a,b=1
(1−Qqa−αti,b− 12 tb−βj,a− 12 ) ,
Z
(b)
βiαj
=
∞∏
a,b=1
(1−Qqa−βti,b− 12 tb−αj,a− 12 ) . (IV.12)
The curves of type (ii) with branes on external legs on
the same side labelled by αi, αj or βi, βj are shown in
Fig. 8(b) and contribute to the open string amplitude,
Z(c)αiαj =
∞∏
a,b=1
(1−Qqa−αtj,btb−αi,a−1) ,
Z
(d)
βiβj
=
∞∏
a,b=1
(1−Qqa−βtj,b−1tb−βi,a) . (IV.13)
Here, for all four cases − ln(Q) is the Ka¨hler parameter
associated with the only holomorphic curve in the geom-
etry. In order to describe the area of this curve in terms
of the Ka¨hler parameters of the strip diagram, the pa-
rameters â1,...,L and b̂1,...,L in (IV.6) are very useful (see
Fig. 7). In terms of the latter, we have for (IV.9)
Q̂i,j = exp(−hi −
j−1∑
k=1
b̂i−k) , Q˙i,j = exp(−
j∑
k=1
b̂i+k) ,
Qi,j =
{
1 if j = L ,
exp(−∑jk=1 âi−k) if j 6= L . (IV.14)
Note that gluing the external legs (as e.g. in Fig. 9)
of the strip allows infinitely many holomorphic curve be-
tween any two external lines by going around the strip
βi
αj βi
αj
αi
αj
βi
βj
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
FIG. 8. (a) Lagrangian branes (respresented as dashed red
lines) on the resolved conifold and (b) after flop transition. (c)
Lagrangian branes on O(−2)⊕O(0) 7→ P1 and (d) Lagrangian
branes on O(0)⊕O(−2) 7→ P1.
a number of times before ending. As there are no other
holomorphic curves, the open string amplitude associ-
ated with the glued strip is an infinite product over the
“winding” in addition to a product over distinct pairs of
external legs. However, each pair of legs still gives rise to
factors of the type shown in Eq. (IV.12) and Eq. (IV.13).
C. Twisted Strip and Duality for gcd(N,M) = 1
Having computed the general building block in (IV.10),
arbitrary partition functions of the type ZN,M can be
computed by gluing several of the W together along the
external lines. Depending on the choice of gluing param-
eters (and the orientation of the fundamental building
block), we can obtain various different series expansions
of ZN,M . Indeed, for the diagonal expansion, the gluing
of several strips is indicated in Fig. 6(b).
As a next step, we can use (IV.10) to verify explic-
itly (II.1), thus generalising our checks of (III.1) to more
generic configurations. As the explicit computations
are rather involved, we limit ourselves to cases with
gcd(N,M) = 1, in which the shifted web (shown in
Fig. 6(b)) takes the form of a single ‘staircase’ strip of
length L = NM , whose external lines are glued with a
shift δ given by eq. (IV.1). This configuration is schemat-
ically shown in Fig. 9. As was explained in [12], the du-
ality XN,M ∼ XNM,1 (assuming gcd(N,M) = 1) relies
on iteratively using flop and symmetry transformations
to change the twisted strip with shift δ > 0 into a twisted
strip with shift δ = 0. While this procedure changes the
individual intervals in the (twisted) web-diagram, it is
expected that the partition function ZN,M remains in-
variant. In the following, we will show explicitly that the
partition function is invariant under the transformations
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FIG. 9. Strip of length L and shift δ with parametrisation
suitable for the topological vertex computation.
that changes δ −→ δ+ 1, which (by induction) explicitly
proves (II.1) for gcd(N,M) = 1.
1. Parametrisation
In this section, we consider a twisted web diagram of
length L = NM in which the external (diagonal) legs
are glued together (albeit with a shift δ), so not all line
segments in Fig. 9 are independent one another. Instead,
they have to satisfy the following consistency conditions
vi +mi = vi+δ+1 +mi+1 ,
hi+1 +mi+1 = hi+δ+1 +mi , (IV.15)
which leave a total of L + 2 independent parameters.
Eliminating the mi from (IV.15), we obtain
âi = vi + hi+1 = vi+δ+1 + hi+δ+1 , (IV.16)
which in terms of the variables (IV.6) corresponds to
âi = b̂i+δ+1, as has already been taken into account in
Fig. 9. There, we have also introduced the (diagonal)
distance S between identified external legs, which is rep-
resented by the blue curve. In Fig. 9, we chose to measure
this distance between the diagonal intervals carrying the
integer partition function α1 and α
t
1, respectively. In fact,
S is the same for any pair of identified legs (we adopt a
notation where hi = hi+L and similarly âi = âi+L)
S = hi−(L−δ−1) +
L−δ−1∑
r=1
âi−r , 1 ≤ i ≤ L , (IV.17)
due to the consistency conditions (IV.15) and (IV.16).
We can thus express the horizontal distances as hi =
S −∑Lk=δ+2 âi−k which, for the shorthand notation in
(IV.14), implies that
Q̂i,j =
{
exp(−S +∑Lr=j+δ+1 âi−r) if j + δ ≤ L
exp(−S −∑j+δr=1 âi−r if j + δ > L
With this notation, the partition function associated with
the twisted diagram in Fig. 9 can be written as
Z(δ)L=NM,1 =
∑
{α}
(
L∏
i=1
Q|αi|mi
)
Wα1...αLαL−δ+1...αL−δ(âi, S, 1, 2) .
(IV.18)
Here, we have added the explicit superscript (δ) to indi-
cate the partition function associated with the twisted
web diagram with shift δ. We will show in the next
section that δ in (IV.18) (for gcd(N,M) = 1) can be
arbitrarily shifted, provided that we apply the flop and
symmetry transformation reviewed in appendix C to the
Ka¨hler parameters. Therefore Z(δ)L=NM,1 is in fact identi-
cal to ZN,M (ω, 1,2) up to an appropriate transformation
of ω. It was proposed in [12] (and checked at a partic-
ular region in the moduli space) that this also holds for
gcd(N,M) > 1.
Furthermore, W in (IV.18) follows from the generic
expression (IV.10) by identifying the partitions
βi = αi+L−δ−1 , ∀i = 1, . . . , L (IV.19)
where we recall that the latter are cyclically identified,
i.e. αi = αi+L). Concretely, we find
Wα1...αLαL−δ+1...αL−δ(âi, S, 1, 2) = WL(∅)×
[( t
q
)L−1
2 QLS
QL−δ−1ρ
]|α1|+···+|αL| × L∏
i,j=1
ϑαiαj (Q̂i,i−j−δ; ρ)
ϑαiαj (Qi,i−j
√
q/t; ρ)
(IV.20)
Here, we introduced
QS = e
−S , and Qρ = e2piiρ , (IV.21)
with ρ = i2pi
∑L
i=1 âi. Furthermore, we have used the
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identities (A.5) and (A.6) to combine the Jαβ in (IV.10)
into ϑ-functions (cancelling the factor Zˆ in the process).
The full partition function (IV.18) also depends on the
parametersmi, which are not all independent. Indeed, by
rewriting (IV.15) in terms of (independent) parameters
S and âi, we get the following recursive relation for mi
mi+1 = mi +
L−1∑
k=δ+1
α̂i−k −
L−δ−1∑
k=1
α̂i−k . (IV.22)
This implies that only one of the L many parameters
mi can be chosen to be independent. This freedom is
parametrised by R(δ): in Fig. 9, it is shown as the ver-
tical distance between the external legs labelled by the
partition α1 and α
t
1. Similar to the parameter S due
to the consistency conditions (IV.15) (and equivalently
(IV.22)), this length is the same for any pair of parti-
tions (αi, α
t
i)
R(δ) = mi −
L−δ−1∑
k=1
vi−k , ∀ i = 1, . . . , L = NM .
We remark that (R(δ), S, â1,...,L) are L + 2 = NM + 2
independent variables and therefore describe a maximally
independent set of Ka¨hler parameters for XN,M .
2. Flop Transformations
Our strategy for proving (II.1) for gcd(N,M) = 1 is to
show that
Z(δ)L,1(ω, 1, 2) = Z(δ+1)L,1 (ω′, 1, 2) (IV.23)
for the partition function defined in (IV.18): indeed,
Z(δ+1)L,1 is associated with a twisted web diagram (with
shift δ+ 1) that can be related to Fig. 9 through a series
of flop and symmetry transformations, that also relate
the Ka¨hler parameters ω and ω′. This duality was first
discussed in detail in [12] and is reviewed in appendix C.
The parameters (IV.16) and (IV.17) in the transformed
diagram are the same as those defined in the original
diagram
â′i = v
′
i + h
′
i+1 = −hi + hi + vi + hi+1 = âi
S′ = hi−(L−δ−1) + âi−(L−δ−1) +
L−δ−2∑
r=1
âi−r = S .
Hence, the âi always parametrise the distance between
two adjacent legs and S measures the vertical distance
between two identified legs.
In order to show that (IV.23) holds, we first rewrite
the building block (IV.20) in a way that makes the δ
dependence explicit
Wα1...αLαL−δ+1...αL−δ = WL(∅)×
[( t
q
)L−1
2
QLS
=C︷ ︸︸ ︷
Q1−Kρ
]|α1|+···+|αL| ·
 L∏
i,j=1
1
ϑαiαj (Qi,i−j
√
q/t; ρ)

×
=A︷ ︸︸ ︷ ∏
i≤j
j−i<K
ϑαiαj (Q
−1
i,jQS)

 ∏
i≤j
j−i≥K
ϑαiαj (Q
−1
i,jQSQρ)
 ·
=B︷ ︸︸ ︷ ∏
i>j
i−j≤δ
ϑαiαj (Qj,iQS)

 ∏
i>j
i−j>δ
ϑαiαj (Qj,iQSQ
−1
ρ )
 ,
(IV.24)
where K = L− δ and the Qi,j are defined as follows
Qi,j =
j−i−1∏
k=0
exp(−α̂i+k) (IV.25)
The difference between Wα1...αLαL−δ+1...αL−δ for the original
diagram and Wα1...αLαL−δ...αL−δ−1 for the diagram obtained
by flop and symmetry transformations rests in the three
terms A,B and C. Their respective counterparts in the
shifted diagram, denoted by A′, B′ and C ′, are given by
A′ =
 ∏
i≤j
j−i<K′
ϑαiαj
(
QS
Qi,j
)
 ∏
i≤j
j−i≥K′
ϑαiαj
(
QSQρ
Qi,j
) ,
B′ =
 ∏
i>j
i−j≤δ′
ϑαiαj (Qj,iQS)

 ∏
i>j
i−j>δ′
ϑαiαj
(
Qj,iQS
Qρ
) ,
C ′ = Q1−K
′
ρ , (IV.26)
where K ′ = K−1 and δ′ = δ+1. The difference between
A and A′ (respectively, B and B′) lies in the arguments of
those ϑ-functions for which j−i = K ′ (resp. i−j = δ+1):
they differ by a factor of Qρ. The difference between C
and C ′ is also a factor of Qρ.
Finally, we also need to take account of the factors of
Qmi that appear in the full partition function (IV.18).
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In the flopped diagram, these are given by (see (C.4))
Qm′i =
{
QmiQ
2
S if δ
′ = L
QmiQ
2
S∏L
r=δ+2Qai−r
∏L−δ−1
r=1 Qai−r
else
(IV.27)
where we defined Qai = exp(−âi). In order to show that
the equality (IV.23) holds, we now show that the differ-
ence between Z(δ)L,1(ω, 1, 2) and Z(δ+1)L,1 (ω′, 1, 2) can be
canceled by merely applying the shift identity (III.19) to
the ϑ-functions mentioned above in (IV.26).
First, we consider the case when the twist in the ex-
ternal legs is δ′ = L. Shifting the required ϑ-functions to
regain the ϑ-structure of the δ = L− 1 strip gives
L∏
i=1
ϑαiαi(QSQρ) =
L∏
i=1
(Q−2S Q
−1
ρ )
|αi|ϑαiαi(QS) (IV.28)
The prefactors in (IV.28) resulting from the shift iden-
tity combine with (IV.26) and (IV.27) to reproduce the
expression for Z(δ)L,1(ω, 1, 2), thus proving that (IV.23)
holds for δ = L− 1.
The computations when δ′ 6= L are more involved, so
we will simply sketch them. Below we present the ϑ-
functions from Wα1...αLαL−δ...αL−δ−1 that need to be shifted in
order to regain Wα1...αLαL−δ+1...αL−δ . We need to distinguish
different cases depending on the partition αi in question.
For the sake of clarity, we focus only on terms resulting
from shifts that come to the power |αi| in each separate
case.
1. For i ≤ min(K ′, δ′), we shift the following ϑ-
functions
ϑαi+δ+1αi(Qi,i+δ+1QS)ϑαiαi+K′
(
QSQρ
Qi,i+K′
)
∼ (Q−2S Q−1i,i+δ+1Qi,i+K′)|αi| ϑαi+δ+1αi
(
Qi,i+δ+1QS
Qρ
)
× ϑαiαi+K′
(
QS
Qi,i+K′
)
(IV.29)
2. For i > max(K ′, δ′), we shift the following ϑ-
functions
ϑαiαi−δ−1(Qi−δ−1,iQS)ϑαi−K′αi
(
QSQρ
Qi−K′,i
)
∼ (Q−2S Q−1i−δ−1,iQi−K′,i)|αi| ϑαiαi−δ−1
(
Qi−δ−1,iQS
Qρ
)
× ϑαi−K′αi
(
QS
Qi−K′,i
)
(IV.30)
3. For min(K ′, δ′) < i ≤ max(K ′, δ′), we need to dis-
tinguish between two cases:
(a) When K ′ > δ′ we shift
ϑαi+δ+1αi(Qi,i+δ+1QS)ϑαiαi−δ−1 (QSQi−δ−1,i)
∼ (Q−2S QρQ−1i−δ−1,iQ−1i,i+δ+1)|αi| ϑαi+δ+1αi
(
Qi,i+δ+1QS
Qρ
)
× ϑαiαi−δ−1
(
QSQi−δ−1,i
Qρ
)
(IV.31)
(b) For K ′ < δ′, we shift
ϑαiαi+K′
(
QSQρ
Qi,i+K′
)
ϑαi−K′αi
(
QSQρ
Qi−K′,i
)
∼ (Q−2S Q−1ρ Qi−K′,iQi,i+K′)|αi| ϑαiαi+K′
(
QS
Qi,i+K′
)
× ϑαi−K′αi
(
QS
Qi−K′,i
)
(IV.32)
In each case, the factors resulting from shifting the ϑ-
functions combine with (IV.26) and (IV.27) to repro-
duce the expression for Z(δ)L,1(ω, 1, 2), thus showing that
(IV.23) holds for a generic off-set δ with ω and ω′ re-
lated trough the duality transformations (C.4). As the
relation (IV.23) can be applied iteratively to the point
δ = L (for which Z(δ=L)L,1 = ZL,1), this further implies
(for gcd(N,M) = 1)
ZN,M (h,v,m, 1,2) = ZNM,1(h′,v′,m′, 1,2) , (IV.33)
where the Ka¨hler parameters (h,v,m) and (h′,v′,m′)
are related by the duality map implied by (C.4). This
proves (II.1) for gcd(N,M) = 1. As was already ar-
gued in [12], this behavior is expected to hold also for
gcd(N,M) > 1, however, extending the above computa-
tions to these cases is technically more involved and will
be left for forthcoming study.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we studied the topological string par-
tition functions of double elliptically fibered Calabi-Yau
threefolds XN,M that give rise to a class of LSTs with
8 supercharges via F-theory compactification. We have
shown by an explicit example that X3,2 and X6,1, which
are related by flop and symmetry transforms, have the
same topological string partition function, hence pro-
viding an explicit proof of the duality proposed in [12]
between XN,M and XNM
k ,k
(k = gcd(N,M)). In-
deed, while the case discussed here were characterised by
gcd(N,M) = 1 (in order to simplify the computations),
we expect the duality to straightforwardly extend also to
gcd(N,M) > 1 on general grounds [39–42].
A logically natural question is whether the diagonal
expansion of ZN,M , performed in this paper, can also
be interpreted as an instanton expansion of a new gauge
theory engineered from the XN,M web. As we will dis-
cuss in [43], this turns out indeed the case. The parame-
ters mi can be expressed in terms of coupling constants
of a quiver gauge theory related by U-dualities to the
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usual quiver theory on the compactified M5-branes dual
to XN,M . The dual gauge theories coming from the hor-
izontal and vertical description of the XN,M brane web,
discussed in [11], together with this new dual gauge the-
ory associated with the same web gives us a ”triality” of
quiver gauge theories.
The Calabi-Yau threefolds XN,M are resolution of
ZN × ZM orbifold of X1,1. Therefore, another very in-
teresting and natural question is whether similar duality
related by flop transitions can be obtained for different
types of orbifolds where ZN ×ZM is replaced by Γ1×Γ2,
with Γ1,Γ2 some other discrete subgroups of SU(2).
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Appendix A: Notation and Useful Identities
In this appendix, we first introduce some of our no-
tation and provide some useful computational identities.
We start by introducing some notation concerning inte-
ger partitions. Given an integer partition λ, we denote
its transpose by λt. We define
|λ| =
l(λ)∑
i=1
λi , ||λ||2 =
l(λ)∑
i=1
λ2i , ||λt||2 =
l(λt)∑
i=1
(λti)
2
(A.1)
where l(λ) is the length of the partition (i.e. the num-
ber of non-zero terms). We also introduce the following
functions that are indexed by two integer partitions µ
and ν:
Jµν(x; t, q) =
∞∏
k=1
Jµν(Q
k−1
ρ x; t, q) , (A.2)
where
Jµν(x; t, q) =
∏
(i,j)∈µ
(
1− x tνtj−i+ 12 qµi−j+ 12
)
×
∏
(i,j)∈ν
(
1− x t−µtj+i− 12 q−νi+j− 12
)
.
We further define
ϑµν(x; ρ) =
∏
(i,j)∈µ
ϑ
(
x−1q−ν
t
j+i− 12 t−µi+j−
1
2 ; ρ
)
×
∏
(i,j)∈ν
ϑ
(
x−1qµ
t
j−i+ 12 tνi−j+
1
2 ; ρ
)
, (A.3)
where (with x = e2piiz and Qρ = e
2piiρ)
ϑ(x; ρ) = (x
1
2 − x− 12 )
∞∏
k=1
(1− xQkρ)(1− x−1Qkρ)
=
iQ
− 18
ρ θ1(ρ; z)∏∞
k=1(1−Qkρ)
. (A.4)
Pairs of Jµν-functions can be combined into ϑµν-
functions in Eq. (A.3) by utilizing the following identities
Jµν(x; q, t)Jνµ(Qρx−1; q, t)
= x
|µ|+|ν|
2 q
||νt||2−||µt||2
4 t
||µ||2−||ν||2
4 ϑµν(x; ρ) , (A.5)
as well as
(−1)|µ|t| ||µ||
2
2 q
||µt||2
2 Z˜µ(q, t)Z˜µt(t, q)
Jµµ(Qρ
√
t
q ; q, t)Jµµ(Qρ
√
q
t ; q, t)
=
1
ϑµµ(
√
q
t ; ρ)
=
1
ϑµµ(
√
t
q ; ρ)
. (A.6)
In performing the calculations in Section III and Sec-
tion IV, we utilized a number of computational identities.
Firstly, we found the following two identities helpful for
performing sums of skew Schur functions (see [36] (page
93))
∑
η
sηt/µ(x)sη/ν(y) =
∞∏
i,j=1
(1 + xiyj)
∑
τ
sνt/τ (x)sµt/τt(y)
∑
η
sη/µ(x)sη/ν(y) =
∞∏
i,j=1
(1− xiyj)−1
∑
τ
sνt/τ (x)sµ/τ (y)
(A.7)
Secondly, we also used the following identities between
products over integer partitions and infinite products [36]
∞∏
i,j=1
1−Qq−µtj+i−1t−νi+j
1−Qqi−1tj =
∏
(i,j)∈ν
(1−Qq−µtj+i−1t−νi+j)
×
∏
(i,j)∈µ
(1−Qqνtj−itµi−j+1)
∞∏
i,j=1
1−Qq−µtj+i−1t−µi+j
1−Qqi−1tj =
∏
(i,j)∈µ
(1−Qq−µtj+i−1t−µi+j)
× (1−Qqµtj−itµi−j+1)
(A.8)
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Finally, we also recall the following identity [44],∑
(i,j)∈ν
µtj =
∑
(i,j)∈µ
νtj . (A.9)
Appendix B: Diagonal Partition Function Z3,2
In this appendix, we present details of the calculation
of the building block W for the computation of the diago-
nal expansion of Z3,2, which is introduced in Eq. (III.15).
Using the definition of the refined topological vertex
Cλµν(t, q) = q
||µ||2
2 t−
||µt||2
2 q
||ν||2
2 Z˜ν(t, q)
∑
η
(q
t
) |η|+|λ|−|µ|
2
sλt/η(t
−ρq−ν) sµ/η(q−ρt−ν
t
) (B.1)
where sµ/ν are skew Schur functions and
Z˜ν(t, q) =
∏
(i,j)∈ν
(
1− tνtj−i+1qνi−j
)−1
, (B.2)
the expression (III.15) can be written in the form (III.16).
In what follows, we denote the whole set of variables as
bold expressions, i.e. x = {xi}i=1,...,6 and, for simplicity,
we shall not consider the prefactor Zˆ in (III.16): indeed,
the summation over the skew Schur function in (III.16)
can be written in the form
G(x,y,w, z) =
∑
{µ}{ν}
{η}{η˜}
6∏
i=1
(−Qhi)|µi|(−Qvi)|νi|sµi/η˜i+3(xi+3) sµti/ηi+5(yi+5)sνti/ηi(wi)sνi/η˜i+3(zi+3) . (B.3)
We can perform the sum over skew Schur functions using
a method similar to those in [10]: repeatedly using the
identities (A.7) for summing skew Schur functions, we
can write:
G(x,y,w, z) = P ×
∑
{µ}{ν}
{η}{η˜}
6∏
i=1
(−Qhi)|µi|(−Qvi)|νi|sµi−1/η˜i+2(QhiQvi−1xi+3)sµti+1/ηi(Q˜iyi+5)
× sνti−1/ηi−1(Q˜iwi)sνi+1/η˜i+2(Qhi+1Qvizi+3) , (B.4)
where we introduced the notation Q˜i = QhiQvi and
P =
6∏
i=1
∞∏
r,s=1
(1−Qhixi+3,ryi+5,s)(1−Qviwi,rzi+3,s)
(1−QhiQvi−1xi+3,rzi+2,s)(1− Q˜iyi+5,rwi,s)
(1−QhiQ˜i−1xi+3,ryi+4,s)(1−QviQ˜i+1wi+1,rzi+3,s)
(1−QhiQ˜i−1Qvi−2xi+3,rzi+1,s)(1− Q˜iQ˜i+1yi+5,rwi+1,s)
.
Thus, in (B.4), we find an expression similar to the ex-
pression (B.3) except for the difference that the partitions
have been shifted, e.g. the Schur functions for i = 1 have
been replaced in the following fashion
sµ1/η˜4(x4)sµt1/η6(y6)sνt1/η1(w1)sν1/η˜4(z4)→ sµ6/η˜3(Qh1Qv6x4)sµt2/η1(Q˜1y6)sνt6/η6(Q˜1w1)sν2/η˜5(Qh2Qv1z4) .
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By repeating this procedure multiple times, we again ob-
tain the quantity G defined in (B.3), up to a prefactor P1
(The precise form of P1 turns out not to be important)
and a shift of all arguments, as
G(x,y,w, z) = P1 ×G(Q¯x, Q¯y, Q¯w, Q¯z) . (B.5)
where we abbreviated Q¯ = Q˜1Q˜2Q˜3Q˜4Q˜5Q˜6. Repeating
further, the relation (B.5) leads to the following recursion
relation for all integers n
G(x,y,w, z) = Pn ×G(Q¯nx, Q¯ny, Q¯nw, Q¯nz) . (B.6)
Using the fact that limn→∞ Q¯n = 0, we have the relation
lim
n→∞G(Q¯
nx, Q¯ny, Q¯nw, Q¯nz)
= lim
n→∞
∑
{µ}{ν}
{η}{η˜}
6∏
i
(−Qhi)|µi|(−Qvi)|νi|sµi/η˜i+3((Q¯2)nxi+3)sµti/ηi+5(yi+5)sνti/ηi((Q¯2)nwi)sνi/η˜i+3(zi+3)
=
∑
{η}{η˜}
6∏
i
(−Qhi)|η˜i+3|(−Qvi)|ηi|sη˜ti+3/ηi+5(yi+5)sηti/η˜i+3(zi+3) , (B.7)
as the only non-vanishing terms in this limit correspond
to µi = η˜i+3 and ν
t
i = ηi. The skew Schur functions are
non-zero when ηi+2 ⊂ η˜ti and η˜i+3 ⊂ ηti , such that we
have
η3 ⊂ η˜t1 , η4 ⊂ η˜t2 , η5 ⊂ η˜t3 , η6 ⊂ η˜t4 , η1 ⊂ η˜t5 , η2 ⊂ η˜t6
η˜4 ⊂ ηt1 , η˜5 ⊂ ηt2 , η˜6 ⊂ ηt3 , η˜1 ⊂ ηt4 , η˜2 ⊂ ηt5 , η˜3 ⊂ ηt6 .
By considering the transpose of the conditions in the
second line conditions, we get
η3 ⊂ η˜t1 ⊂ η4 ⊂ η˜t2 ⊂ η5 ⊂ η˜t3 ⊂ η6 ⊂ η˜t4 ⊂ η1 ⊂
η˜t5 ⊂ η2 ⊂ η˜t6 ⊂ η3 ,
which implies that the summation in (B.7) only receives
contributions for
η1 = η2 = η3 = η4 = η5 = η6 = η˜
t
1 = η˜
t
2 = η˜
t
3 =
η˜t4 = η˜
t
5 = η˜
t
6 ,
such that (B.7) is reduced to
lim
n→∞G(Q¯
nx, Q¯ny, Q¯nw, Q¯nz) =
∑
η
Q¯|η| =
∞∏
k=1
(1− Q¯k)−1 .
We thus obtain
G(x,y,w, z) = P∞ ·
∞∏
k=1
(1− Q¯k)−1 , (B.8)
where the multiplicative prefactor can be worked out to
be
P∞ =
6∏
i=1
∞∏
r,s=1
∞∏
k=1
(1−QhiQ¯k−1xi+3,ryi+5,s)(1−QviQ¯k−1wi,rzi+3,s)
(1−QhiQvi−1Q¯k−1xi+3,rzi+2,s)(1− Q˜iQ¯k−1yi+5,rwi,s)
× (1−QhiQ˜i−1Q¯
k−1xi+3,ryi+4,s)(1−QviQ˜i+1Q¯k−1wi+1,rzi+3,s)
(1−QhiQ˜i−1Qvi−2Q¯k−1xi+3,rzi+1,s)(1− Q˜iQ˜i+1Q¯k−1yi+5,rwi+1,s)
× (1−QhiQ˜i−1Q˜i−2Q¯
k−1xi+3,ryi+3,s)(1−QviQ˜i+1Q˜i+2Q¯k−1wi+2,rzi+3,s)
(1−QhiQ˜i−1Q˜i−2Qvi−3Q¯k−1xi+3,rzi,s)(1− Q˜iQ˜i+1Q˜i+2Q¯k−1yi+5,rwi+2,s)
× (1−QhiQ˜i−1Q˜i−2Q˜i−3Q¯
k−1xi+3,ryi+2,s)(1−QviQ˜i+1Q˜i+2Q˜i+3Q¯k−1wi+3,rzi+3,s)
(1−QhiQ˜i−1Q˜i−2Q˜i−3Qvi−4Q¯k−1xi+3,rzi+5,s)(1− Q˜iQ˜i+1Q˜i+2Q˜i+3Q¯k+5yi+5,rwi+3,s)
× (1−QhiQ˜i−1Q˜i+4Q˜i−3Q˜i+2Q¯
k−1xi+3,ryi+1,s)(1−QviQ˜i+1Q˜i+2Q˜i+3Q˜i+4Q¯k−1wi+4,rzi+3,s)
(1−QhiQ˜i−1Q˜i+4Q˜i−3Q˜i−4Qvi−5Q¯k−1xi+3,rzi−2,s)(1− Q˜iQ˜i+1Q˜i+2Q˜i+3Q˜i+4Q¯k−1yi+5,rwi+4,s)
× (1−QhiQ˜i−1Q˜i−2Q˜i−3Q˜i−4Q˜i−5Q¯
k−1xi+3,ryi,s)(1−QviQ˜i+1Q˜i+2Q˜i+3Q˜i+4Q˜i+5Q¯k−1wi+5,rzi+3,s)
(1− Q¯kxi+3,rzi+3,s)(1− Q¯kyi+5,rwi+5,s) . (B.9)
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Finally, using the consistency conditions (III.3)-(III.8),
this expression can be simplified to Eq.(III.18).
Appendix C: Flop Transforms for Twisted Diagrams
In this appendix, we recapitulate a series of flop and
symmetry transforms of a twisted web diagram of length
L with generic shift δ (as shown in Fig. 9 and equivalently
in Fig. 10, along with a labelling of all relevant param-
eters and integer partitions) that relate it to a twisted
web diagram of the same length but with shift δ + 1.
The duality between the two twisted web diagrams was
first discussed in [12]. It can be applied iteratively to ob-
tain a web diagram with shift δ = 0, which was used in
[12] to argue for a duality between XN,M and XN ′,M ′ for
NM = N ′M ′ and gcd(N,M) = k = gcd(N ′,M ′). Here,
we are primarily interested in the case gcd(N,M) = 1.
We start out by performing an SL(2,Z) transforma-
tion of the twisted web diagram in Fig. 9, whose result
is shown in Fig. 10. This does not change the Ka¨hler
parameters, as indicated in Fig. 10.
As the next step, we perform a flop transformation
on the intervals {h2, . . . , hL}. After suitable cutting and
re-gluing, the twisted web can be presented in the form
shown in Fig. 11. Notice that not only hi −→ −hi for
i = 2, . . . , L, but also the remaining parameters have
changed according to
m′1 = m1 + hδ+2 , v
′
1 = v1 + h2 ,
m′2 = m2 + h2 + hδ+3 , v
′
2 = v2 + h2 + h3 ,
. . . . . .
m′L−1 = mL−1 + hL−1 + hδ , v
′
L−1 = vL−1 + hL−1 + hL ,
m′L = mL + hL + hδ+1 , v
′
L = vL + hL , (C.1)
which reflect how the various intervals are connected to
the ones that are being flopped.
As the final step, performing a flop transformation of
h1, we get the web shown in Fig. 12, which is a twisted
web diagram with shift δ+1. Concerning the parameters
that are associated with the individual line segments in
the web, we have
v′′1 = v1 + h1 + h2 , v
′′
L = vL + h1 + hL , m
′′
1 = m1 + h1 + hδ+2 , m
′′
L−δ = mL−δ + h1 + hL−δ , (C.2)
and
v′′i = v
′
i , h
′′
i = h
′
i , m
′′
i = m
′
i , ∀i /∈ {1, L} . (C.3)
We can summarise this in the form of the duality map
vi −→ −hi ,
hi −→ vi−1 + hi + hi−1 ,
mi −→ mi + hi + hi+δ+1 . (C.4)
Moreover, the basis parameters â1,...,L and S remain the
same as in Fig. 10 (i.e. they are invariant under the
duality map), while the parameters R(δ) and R(δ+1) are
related by
R(δ+1) −R(δ) = S . (C.5)
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